The A66G back mutation in NS2A of JEV SA14-14-2 strain contributes to production of NS1' protein and the secreted NS1' can be used for diagnostic biomarker for virulent virus infection.
Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV) is the most common cause of the prevalent encephalitis in Asia-Pacific region and poses a serious risk to public health. Here, we developed a reliable reverse genetics system based on the JEV SA14-14-2 strain to further explore the mechanism for the synthesis of NS1' protein and to investigate the function of NS1' protein during virus infection. NS1' is an additional form of NS1 protein with 52 amino acid carboxy-terminal extension and is expressed by the members of the Japanese encephalitis (JE) serogroup due to the translation frameshift. A66G substitution in NS2A gene of JEV SA14-14-2 strain contributed to recover the GC-rich pseudoknot and resulted in the formation of the NS1'. The NS1' protein has no significant effect on the virus replication properties in BHK-21 cells. Animal experiments demonstrated that the NS1' protein had a rather minor effect on neurovirulence of JEV SA14-14-2 strain. But the NS1'-expressing virus (rA66G) could induce a higher humoral immune response than the NS1'-non-expressing virus (rSA14-14-2). NS1' protein can be detected in the serum of JEV rA66G infected animal and in the cultural media of that infected mammalian cells. Interesting, only the dimer of NS1' can be detected in the cultural media of the infected BHK-21 cells and the amount of the secreted NS1' was in agreement with that of the secreted virion. In comparison with the live-attenuated JE vaccine strain which is incapable of formation of NS1', most of the virulent JEV strains produce the NS1' protein. And the secreted NS1' may serve as an early surrogate biomarker for viremia to distinguish the field infection from the vaccine inoculation. In total, in the present study, we identified the nt 66 in the viral NS2A gene as one of the critical site for the -1 programmed ribosomal frameshift to produce the NS1' protein and demonstrated the secreted NS1' could be used for diagnostic biomarker during JEV infection.